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Department to Innovate

Not to be outdone by other departments which are making their
curricula more relevant to student
needs under the auspices of the
Project 18 experimental basis for
the school, the boys' physical education department has begiUl a
complete overhaul of its offerings,
according to chairman J aak Epstein.

Hami Play
Cancelled
Principal George T. Cole· has verified that the production of "Guys
and Dolls," already in its eighth
week of rehearsals and slated to be
produced for audiences June 3-5
has been cancelled. Obviously disturbed by the hostility generated
by the crowd of angry students and
their parents surrounding him and
protesting the closure, Cole refused comment.
It has been learned by a member
of the Federalist staff that pressure was brought to bear upon
Principal Cole ,by a few parents,
disgruntled because their children
were not chosen in the production.
They complained that Mr. Don
Bondi, impressario of the extravaganza, has been using real booze
at rehearsals in the bar room
scenes.
Bondi, long known as an advocate
of realism in his approach to theatricals, was contacted and freely
admitted the charge. In defense of
the action, he declared, "Art is
everything. We must get realism
into our work. The parents who
objected meant ~11, but they do
not realize the sacrifice the true
artist must make.'' Bondi could
not continue the interview, he was
so overwhelmed by emotion.
One of the parents who registered the complaint denied that
she was a member of the Temperance Union, Cheviot Hills Chapter.
"I vehemently deny any such
charge," the lady protested. She
refused to divulge her identity to bystanders.
However, as she departed the
principal's office, a small hatchet
dropped out of her knitting bag.
At the impact, Principal Cole shuddered and m urmured, "First the
earthquake, now this!"

Among the new offerings for this
spring will be frisbee throwing,
open to tenth graders with the
permission of the coach, Mr. Max
Bogen.
The special interest of Coach Mel
Klein will be the new sport of
chariot racing. At present the
school is purchasing four complete
chariots, two with experimental aluminum wheels.
Members of the PTA are donating the horses. Coach Klein is optimistic about the chances of an

early tournament with other Project 18 schools, which are contemplating taking up the new sport.
"By 1974, if Project 18 status continues for the school," declared
Coach Klein, "we shall have sufficient interest aroused to field a
respectable number of teams in this
city."
Klein intimated that Mayor Sam
Yorty will adopt the city of P..orr.e,
Italy, as a sister city in order to
open the possibility that Hami will
have international competition.

APEX Goes ZPEX
At a Board of Education hearing
held last week, the decision was
made to change the name of the
present APEX program .t o ZPEX
in order to conform to the original
intent of the policy that established it.
A review of the name came as a
respqnse to an injunction filed by
a Fairfax High School parent who
pointed out the inconsistency of
the name (Area Program for Enrichment Exchange) with the redistricting of the city schools. Superintendent William Johnston
made the compromise suggestion,
after heated arguments, that the
name should be ZPEX to .correspond to the "zone" designations
of the school district from the previous "area" designations.
The board was inclined to postpone a decision until after another
effort at decentralization in compliance with state law had been
effected.
The Fairfax parent, whose name
was not announced at the hearing
because of possible repercussions
from irate citizens, announced her-

self pleased with the compromise.
Another member of the audience
who was not called upon to state
his opinions at the hearing and
who was identified as Mr. Hy Zukerman, APEX co-ordinator at Hamilton High School, was violently
opposed to the decision.
Zukerman left the hearing muttering to himself, "D - - - it! I
can't pronounce the 'thzee' in my
own name!"

Cheers Revealed
Due to several complaints registered by the student body, topless
cheerleaders will now be present at
all sports events. The move was
announced by Mr. Phil R. Body
yesterday afternoon and is expected
to liven many otherwise dull games.
New applicants will be interviewed
in room 603 tonight by members
of student council, according to council sponsor Mr. Greg Jackson.

Hamilton faculty members we~e
overwhelmed upon the announcement by Mr. Paul Kuhlmann,
wizard of the history department,
of his intentions to seek the nomination for the presidency of the
United States of America. Kuhlmann made his decision during his
last history lesson when he realized that Woodrow Wilson and Lyndon Johnson were teachers also.
His international education is equal to that of Millard Fillmore.
Spending his early years in China,
the son of missionary parents,
Kuhlmann returned to the United
States where he attended lhe University of Omaha.
Built like "Honest" Abe Lincoln,
however without the radical beard,
Mr. Kuhlman posses as the oratorical ability of a Spiro Agnew.
When asked to state his views
on the War in Vietnam, he had no
comment.
When asked about poverty stricken families in the U.S., he did not
comment.
When mask€d about inflation, he
chose not to comment. However,
he did make known his support of
the Federal Reserve System, income
tax, drivers-training, the gold in
Fort Knox, and bears living in forests.
In conclusion, the news staff of
the Hamilton High School Federalist supports Mr. Paul Khulmann
for President of the United States
in 1972 or whenever he decides to
run. It is obvious that his "no comments" make him a master politician.

Amazin' Choice
In an unprecedented move that
breaks with the tradition of generations, Otis Chandler, publisher
of the Los Angeles Times, annoiUlced that his successor will be Glenn
"the Amazin" Gazin, currently editor of tire Hamilton High School
Federalist.
"I want it thoroughly understood
that Amazin' is not related and
will be the first in a new dynasty
to control the fortunes of the
Times. I do not wish to be accused
of proselyting and will wait until
Amazin' is graduated."
Asked why Amazin' was chosen
to head Los Angeles' most powerful newspaper, Chandler responded
that he wanted a ruthless cut
throat to .carry on for him.
When contacted by Federalist
reporters, Gazin, just getting into
his new imported sports car, a gift
from his new boss-to-be, announced
that he had expected the position
for a long time.
Publisher William R a n d o I p h
Hearst, Jr., of the other great metropolitan daily iD. Los Angeles,
asked what he thought of the appointment, declared after careful
thought, "Glenn who?"
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New Courses for '71 Long Live Budget Cuts
When Hamilton was designated
as a Project 18 school, it was given
virtually unlimited freedom with respect to curriculum and new classes.
In view of this, the Federalist has
prepared a list of new classes which
are bound to be offered next fall
at Hamilton.
Creative Tooth Brushing - This
course is designed to break the
monotony of brushing your teeth
in the same manner every day. Such
new methods as brushing with sand
or crushed chalk will be introduced
and students will also receive instruction regarding how to brush
with an electric sander. All methods
are guaranteed to clean teeth and
remove the yellow faSt. A required
sequel to this course will be Creative Denture Crafting-how to make
your own that really work for under

adies as sprained eyelid, ingrown
nostril, and Malaysian liver blek.
Other new classes include How to
Study and Sleep at the Same Time,
Improve Your Crap Game, Identify
Student Narcs!, and 100 Ways to
Make Paper Airplanes from Old
J.-,:.>.
Federalists.

Hamilton students, always conscious of the newest styles and fads,
have also proved they can put adversity to good use. Let us explain.
The cutback in funds for the maintenance of the city schools has caused embarrassing problems in the
rest rooms, with paper containers

$30.00.
Advanced Pimple Popping - This
much needed course will, as the
name suggests, help educate the
more serious student on new and
diversified ways to pop his pimples.
One way utilizes the suction from
a vacuum cleaner to remove unwanted pustules. Another involves
covering the face with epoxy cement
before going to bed and removing
it in the morning. Very effec!ive!
Note Forging AB- This one year
course offers comprehensive instruction on writing and passing forged
notes of all types and varieties. Pupils will be intensively drilled on
how to forge their parents' signatures and how lto make their handwriting look as if it were written by
an adult. In addition, students will
be urged to memorize the newly
compiled list of 1000 Rare Diseases
and Conditions Suitable as Gym
Excuses. The list includes such mal-

DIFFERENT WAYS to brush teeth
will be taught In new course offer·
er at Hami next fall. (see story)
Above picture depicts outdated con·
ventional method.

GRETA'S BEAUTY SUPPLY
Braids
Yardley
Israel Hose
La Femme
Woltz
Eye-Lashes $1.00
10008 National Blvd.-Corner National-Palms
10 a.m. - 7 p.m. '
Phone 838-1300

Visit Hamiltonial
Spend a luxurious all-expense
paid, fun-pa.cked semester at
Hamiltonia, the Disneyland of
West Los Angeles. Hamiltonia offers a restful retreat from everyday pressures into a tranquil, problem-free environment.
Leave your troubles behind as
you thrive on the many recreational facilities Hamiltonia has to
offer such as the golf course, amusement park, or the aerial tramw.cy
leading from the historic belltower
to the smolrers' lounge outside the
gym.

PICFAIR

Bask in the sun as you appetize
on the litter free Continental Terrace. All the food served is imported daily from Italy under the
supervision of the Ha.miltonia cbef.
Stroll through the lush evergreen
tropical forest conveniently located on the acrade between the
two hotels.
Thrill to stock car racing on the
famous Kincardine Strip and later
dine in Ale:x''S, the plush dinner club
located in Industrialand.
R~t assured, as Hamiltonia is
protected by 24 hour security forces. Have fun. Enjoy yourself. Visit
Hamiltonia!
B.S.

FLORIST

CORSAGES AND BOUQUETS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
5860 Pico Boulevard

WEbster 1-8276

1789 So. La Cienega
Corner of 18th Street

49c

LUNCHEON

* Spaghetti Plates with Garlic Bread

*

Sausage and Pepper Sandwich

The Federalist has commented
countless groups for their services
to our school. There is one group
which is actually reponsible for the
making of the federalist, yet has not
received its due of recognition. This
is our p rint sh op.
The students of this shop set the
type, run the machines, and does
specialties like s p acin g unpreportioned articles and correcting
grammatical earrors. this devoition
is what makes the p rinte d quality
of the FEDErlist soo high.
After reading these facts
kan
plainly see why the Print Shop
should recieve recognition t::. one
form or Another. REMembo: when
you read the federlist, _ print
shop maDe it whatt it is.
Printshop note: Of course
copy as submitted by Jouroalism..

Sarna Sacrifices
Hamilton English D artment Chairman Ar ~
absent because of pr longed
illness, will return
chool
next Monday after undergoing extensive testing : _ allergies. Sarna, who has
suffering from a mysteri
malady over the past
was pronounced fit
he
underwent withdrawal a a
local clinic for coffeehali~.
Seldom seen without coffee cup in hand, Sarna making a new ljfe for hi.mse.u.. "It
will take considerable sacrifice," he declared, "but: shall
force myself to drink other
liquids when the cumpulsion
comes over me," he concluded
as he staggered down the hall.

DEFENSIVE
DRIVING SCHOOL
Certified Training
$45 six hours private lessons
Member
National Safety Council
From Valley
From L.A.

49c

Choice of

Hot Meat Ball Sandwich
Submarine Sandwich

frequently empty or so badly stuffed
that they cannot be utilized.
Not to be thwarted by such contingencies, many Hamilton students
have taken to carrying their own.
The less bold carry handfuls of tissues with them; the bolder carry
their rolls defiantly, proudly.
The fashion-conscious have taken
to carrying both kinds of supplies,
color coorinated, two-tone, embossed
with colorful spring posies. With the
advent of spring, fashion-conscious
girls are looking forward to purchasing see-through plastic purses, so
that their supplies will match their
ensembles. Total perfection. Make
American beautiful! Long live the
budget cuts!

H

989-2040

653-9030
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Hamilton Pines
~a~~~mh
To Be Removed ~e~d~rhnh
As unbelievable as it may seem,
an actual, state-dedicated forest
lies within the crude cyclone fences
t h at surround Hamilton High
School. Yes, those eight lonely
pine trees that stand between the
lab and the main buildings comprise what is officially known as
State Forest No. 19. The history
of this miniature forest is well
worth detailing.
As you probably iknow, several
hundred years ago this whole area
was covered with rolling hills and
a verdant forest. The region was inhabited by a small tribe of indians
who had migrated from 30 miles
down the coast after an intra-tribal
dispute. The migrants made their
home about one mile from where
Hamilton now stands, roughly at the
junction of today's Pico and Robertson. Surrounding them, and extending all the way to present-day
Hainilton were pine trees.
Well, back in the 1880's when
the white man started to settle here,
the patch of trees, which had served as a home for the indians, was
in the way of progress. The white
man chopped them down thoughtlessly and used the wood for fuel
and for building materials. Howewr, for some odd reason, never

Hami's Legend,

11

11

BUt1 Meese

Richard Meese, the Federalist's
shining sports editor, is somewhat
of a legend at the Fed offices. With
his expert predictions, "Bud," as he
is affectionately known by Fed staffers, has amazed young and old
alike.
Bud is at least 95% accurate. He
is not perfect, however. Some of his
misses have been picking Long
Beach State over UCLA in last
year's NCAA playoffs, tabbing Bell
to take this year's City High Schools'
championship, giving the nod to
Granada Hills over San Fernando
in their FIRST football meeting, and

..

I

SPECIAL
DRIVER TRAINING
COURSE

$44.50
826-1078

Penny Bros.

explained, the eight trees which
now stand between the Hamilton
buildings were spared.
There they stood, proudly on
their little spot until 1929 when work
on Hamilton High School was about to begin. The ~ontractors, who
were concerned only with constructing a school, were in favor
of chopping down the trees. Luckily, some conservation-minded citizens got wind of this injustice and
complained to the State Legislature. The resulting legislation saw
the now prominent eight trees dedicated at State ForeSt No. 19.
Here the forest had stood, unnoticed and unknown save to a few
administrators and custodians who
had to rake the needles. Lately,
however, you may have noticed
some white or yellow bands on the
trunks of the trees.
Sadly, no forest escapes the
wrath of the State Forestry Service. The marlred trees, according
to the experts, are diseased and
will haw to be cut.
While Hamilton students still
have a chance to enjoy their unu s u a I and historical trees, all
should visit them and reflect on
their glorious past. Let us give our
own forest the attention and recognition it richly deseves.
J.P.

prognosticating that George Allen
would be the Rams' coach for the
entire 70's.
But these several failures have
been outshone by his successes. In
the last several years Meese has
made thousands of correct calls.
Among them was Bud's startling
prediction that Sidney Wicks would
be a legend at Hamilton (predicted
last week). Others include Bud's tabbing Baltimore to beat Cincinnatti
in last year's World Series (after
Cincy was down 3 to 0), his pronouncement that the sun would rise tomorrow, his call that February
would have 28 days this year, his unbelieveable call of Merv Griffin
bombing out on CBS, and the most
spectacular prediction of all that he
would be promoted to sports' editor
this semester.
Yes, Richard "Bud" Meese is a
living legend.

Start Now- Don't Delay!!

SHOTOKAN KARATE

FRENCH and SPANISH

1654-A 20th Street, Santa Monica
Phone 39~918
or write for free brochnre

Tutoring - Counseling
Certified H. S. Teacher
A. H. Hauret
GL4-2914

*

Driving School
STERN-FYBEL
"since 1940"

275-7776

20% OFF
first month's dues with thls ad

With the marked improvement in
attendance for the baseball games
during this year's exhibitions, Student Council should realize that a
new baseball stadium is needed.
The new-old stadium adjacent to
the boys' gym has inadequate seating facilities for the thousands of
swarming fasn which clamor for
baseball.
"Standing Room Only" is the word
twenty-five !minutes before game
time.
Many disappointed fans are turned
away again and again, as the demand for seats grows with each
game.
In the old track and football stadium part baseball stadium there
was barely enough room, as the
stands were filled to the brim for
each game. Many cases of fights
for seats (any seats), and other

occurrences of students being trampled were qutte frequent. Now that
varsity baseball has moved to its
new stadium, people expected much
more room. In fact, a reliable source
from inside the finance office said,
"Season tickets were sold out even
before the stadium was completed."
rt is this reporter's opinion that a
new stadium which is needed so
desperately should seat at least
56,000, as does Dodger Stadium, if
not the 102,000 of Cleveland Municipal Stadium.
However, there is another solution.
Coliseum officials, noticing Hamilton's problem said they could be
persuaded to rent out the Coliseum
on easy budget terms.
O'Malley beware! ,Dodger fans
may be lost as a new "featherteam" has arisen . . . . . The Ham·
ilton Yankees.

Elephants and Fleas
Exist at Hamilton
Hamilton's junior class held its
White Elephant sale last Monday.
A white elephant is, according to
the dictionary, a term for costly
but useless possessions that require
maintenance and cannot be gotten
rid of simply. For example, the air
conditioning system df a 1949 Kaiser-Fraiser.
The original white elephant is
from Siam. The term first meant
"overused," this meaning derived
from the case of the pet royal elephant of King Gunnakillya of Siam
in 1766. When the king was a
young boy his mother presented
him with an albino pet elephant.
It was a baby then but soon grew
to a great bull elephant. It cost
much .money to .keep this pet and
the populace was taxed heavily.
This was not the first time citizens
had to put up with great bull from
their leader.
Soon the people grew restless
and protested to the king about his
spending so much tax money on his
pet. The king grew wry defensive
about his pet and took to sleeping
with it to protect the animal from
possible assasins. The problem was
solved in an unexpected manner as
the king was accidentally crushed
to death when his elephant rolled
over in its sleep. The king was buried along with his elephant who
was found the next morning the
victim of a near--sighted snow plow.
The tradition of a White Elephant Sale is a long, noble one and

ACADEMIC GUIDANCE SERVICES
820 So. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles
is now accepting students for

Preparation for Scholastic Aptitude Tests
20 hours of intensive drill in both verbal end math areas.
Classes forming immediately.
657-4390
Individual Instruction for Achievement Tests
Tutoring in all subjects

reflects an intelligent alternative
to keeping such a pet and running
the risk of being squashed. Another such tradition will be fulfilled
tomorrow at Hamilton's Flea Market. Billed as "Everything you always wanted to sell at the White
Elephant sale but were afraid to
donate," the sale will feature such
items as the well.Jmown publication. Dead Plants Manual of 1946,
a monkey-puzzle tree, hand-painted
shoe boxes, The Works of William
Shakespeare in Crayon, a pornographic collection from the memorabilia of a late movie idol (name
withheld on request of the family),
and all the stuff that was found in
student lockers after last semester.
To ~ontinue with our instructional purpose, we offer the information that the flea market is an English term used when King Mermel the Greedy was in power. He
taxed the people so heavily that
soon he had all the gold in England.
The people, having nothing to use
for money, hit upon the scheme of
using fleas instead of gold for purposes of exchange. King Mermel, it
turned out, was equally wealthy in
this commodity, and thus frustrated the citizens.
However, the idea of the flea
market continued for some time in
the power struggle bet\reen the
people and the king. Hamilton's
student goverment organizers of
the local flea mart invite you if
you have either fleas or gold on
you, to support the event and walk
off with a tennis ball, a Humphrey
button, or something.
S.L.
STEVENSON
DRIVING LESSONS
As low as $5 for full hour
TEENAGERS
Licensed & Insured
Call: 664-1431 or 467·3000
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Sports Banquet
Was Huge Success
Hamilton's semi-perennial sports
banquet was held the day before
yesterday in the attic of Gino's. All
the sports biggies were there, including Bud, Bullets, Pig, Ducky,
and the usual collection or garbage.
Most Controversial Piece of Garbage Award went to Bud Meese for
his display of racism seem after
the Hami-Pali football game. The
award was tastefully centered on a
wilted lettuce leaf. Bud, when presented with his bronzed Big Town
Shopping Bag, stated, "I worked two
years for this and now that I've got
it, I'll say just what I think about
you pompous celebrities."
At this point he was hit with a
load of secret sauce and forced to
retire. Later Bud commented on his
narrow escape. "I really love those
guys, but that sauce tastes like
'25•4%(."
The Hungriest Sports Story Award
went to the early favorite, Jay
"Gourmet" Marmer, who tried to

digest his award but was unsuccessful, a piece of front page news
in itself with this human disposal.
The winner, munching on his solid
gold yo-yo, muttered, "Pass me the
jumbos and malts and get off my
sweat pants. I ·need them for the
Lady Godiva contest. I want to be
the first to eat my way through a
whipped cream-covered Lady Godiva of my choice tonight."
The Ducky Harrison Award went
as usual to Andy "Ducky" Harrison.
Ducky, who has made it big with
the Inglewood Daily News, was too
cool to make a response. He just
drove off in his extra large pop car
to the amazement of the gathering.
The final award, the coveted The
Greatest Goof Off of the Century
Plaque, went to the now deceased
Bullet Bob Zavidow, who was wheeled in on a caisson. Everyone wept
at the sight. "He always was a cold
person," someone was heard to murmur.

-------------------------------------

Friday, March 19, 1971

Baseball Game
Postponed
The Hamilton-Venice baseball
game had to be postponed until
next Thursday since the last baseball held by the officials was hit
over the fence by Venice. At last
count the score,was in the neighborhood of 38-2, but who's counting?
A quadruple error by Scott Onada,
Charley Stephens, and Ron Smith
accounted for one run but the ball
was lost in the grass. Early speculation is that Garrett Hughes stole
the one remaining ball.
When asked about this possibility,
Garrett answered with a broad,

mysterious smile. "One more crack
and I'll break your head open."
Steve Levin, commenting on the
game so far, declared, "It was truly
a team effort on our part."
The Venice coach was asked about
Hami' s strengths.

"Well, let's put it this way," he
answered. "I normally don't let my
players out the night before a game,
gut today I let them drink in the
locker room."
Mr. George T. Cole just scratched
his head and sai(l, "Things sure
weren,'t like this in Verdugo Hills."
Play Ball

Times Taps Hamilton Talent
During a recent press conference
Otis Chandler, publisher of the
Los Angeles Times, flanked by his
heir to the newspaper dynasty,
Glenn "the Amazin" Gazin, disclosed that he is firing Jim Murray,
long associated with the Times
sports departement.
Murray, contended Chandler, has
simply bombed as a columnist.
Murray, during the revelation, had
little to say, and stated he was
sorry to leave such a great paper.
Chandler then revealed that MUI""
ray's replacement with be Richard
"Bud" Meese, sports editor of the

Hamilton High Federalist. Meese
was presented to the assemblage
of sports writers and TV personnel
as the "outstanding high school
sports editor'' in the nation.
Chandler summed up the appowtment, "One of the best is gone, but
now we have the best.''
When informed that she lost
both her editor-in-chief and now
her sports editor to the Times, Federalist sponsor Miss Irma E. Morris
burst into hysterical laughter. Between gasps, she declared, "Poor
Sam. What did he do to deserve
this!"

All-Stars Will Shine· Tonight at Hamilton
Baseball Languag'e Made Easy for Fans
Axe you baffled by baseball terminology? Have you ever wondered about the true meaning of
bareball's convenient abbreviation? Your days of stupefication
are over. After minutes spent
on- an- intensive- investigation- of
the subject, your sports department has the following results:
R.B.L means a Jewish religious
leader
High Fly l'l'reans a bug on uppers
Strike means what playel'S do for
money
Foul Tip means a losing bet at the
horse races

Ground Ball means a baseball in
fifty thousand pieces
Bags means fat old ladies in the
grandstand
Pop to the Center means your
pants after Thanksgiving dinner
Choke means what a player does
to the umpire
Double Pla.y means a two-timing
player
Left means a communist
Right means a fascist
Center means a moderate
Home means mom and apple pie
Pitcher means something to h::tng
on the wall

CERTIFIED DRIVER TRAINING

Learn to Drive with the

DRIVING SCHOOL
Kurt J. Herrm•nn

Established 1948

Call 936-0600

One of the Boys' League biggest
activities of the semester is a basket~ . game featuring a .team of
celebnties versus the Hamilton AllStars. The game will be played
tonight at 8:00 p. m. in the Boys'
Gym.
Boys' League President, Don Kobashigawa, announced that the
squad of celebrites will be led by
Jim Brown, the leading groundgainer of all-time in the National

April 3rd Declared Holiday at Hamilton
During a recent student council
meeting President Larry Cheshier
was paid a supreme compliment. It
was noted by several council memhers that school is out for the birthdays of former Presidents George
Washington and Abe Lincoln, so
"why not President Cheshier?" they
asked. This proposition was put to
a vote and passed unanimosuly. It is
now Hamilton law: the birthday of
Larry Cheshier will be a school holiday.

............ ..
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Harold s Auto Supply
MACHINE AND MUFFLER SHOP
9070 Washington Boulevard
OPEN SUNDAY 'TIL 2
UP0-5533

VE9-6735

Football League. Rounding out the
team will be such stars as Glen
Campbell Scoey Mitchell Fred Wil'
'
liamson, Tim Brown, and Pat Boone.
Rami's All-Stars will be led by members of this year's varsity basketball squad and members of the
Hamilton faculty.
In charge of the event is Craig
Ehrlich, Coordinator of Athletic
Events.

In the excitement vice-president
George Reddick felt slighted. His
birthday was then declared a hoiidatY, also. By the end of the meeting, the birthdays of every council
member were holidays.
Before the meeting was able to
adjourn, Treasurer Lynn Richards,
suggested that April 3 be a free
school day. When asked why this
day was special, she replied, "It's
obvious. April 3 comes only once
every year!"
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Rudnick's Has Them All
FLAIRS,
CORDS,
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